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Abstract— Many problems have arose along with the practical
implementation of restructured electrical business in USA and
European Union such as lack of generation, network constraints,
etc. A good example for these problems is the scarce participation
of the demand in the electricity markets —energy, reserve
and other ancillary services— problem that can be solved
through new Demand Responsive Programs, aimed to replace the
traditional Demand Side Management programs into voluntary
demand participation programs.

A methodology for the generation of demand side bids and
offers in large customer facilities and a real application to a
university customer is presented in this paper. This methodology
is based on knowledge of the physical processes involved in the
electricity consumption and the flexibility in the required supply.
The result of the methodology proposed is a set of Demand
Packages, that can be used to participate in different electricity
markets, whose possibilities —in the market arena— will be
explored in a consequent paper.

Index Terms— Responsive Demand Participation, Electricity
markets, Demand modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the main shortcomings in the implementation of
competitive electricity markets is the lack of participa-

tion of the demand in the involved activities, where the load
has shown very reduced elasticity with respect to electricity
prices and offers. Customer load participation in Electricity
markets is likely to increase in the near future due, besides, to
the need to increase the global efficiency of the electric energy
supply process.

Electrical customer load may participate according to its
flexibility in the consumption, what implies the classification
of the involved processes according to the possibilities of
consumption reduction/increase, capability of switching to
other energy sources, facilities for energy storage . . .

Large customers and electric energy commercializers may
seek to participate by direct generation of demand offers
and bids, that can enter the market place whereas small
and residential customers could participate through specific
programs promoted by aggregators.

In order to classify loads according to their supply re-
quirements, it is basic to analyse all the different processes
that conform the load. These individual processes need to be
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ranked according to the following criteria: priority (whether
the supply can be curtailed or not) , storage capability (whether
the interruption of the process implies the suppression of the
service provided by the appliance or not), rescheduling time
(the time in advance that the specific process needs to be
rescheduled), etc. All these characteristics may allow setting
up the parameters for the required flexible supply system.

After this classification has been identified, the aggregation
of similar individual processes has to be performed in order
to quantify the quality and characteristics of the Demand
Packages (DP) the customer may use to bargain in the mar-
ketplace. These packages can then be offered to generation or
commercialising companies or can posted as demand bids in
auction markets present in the power market arena.

This organisation of the load consumption has been some-
how traditionally considered, where large customers have been
able to identify the characteristics of their load and to apply
for Interruptible and Time Of Use tariffs.

Different DP can be considered for the objectives stated
before, according to the flexibility in which the control of
the load elements can be performed. Each of this DP is
characterised by the following parameters:

• Time horizon in which the number of demand elements
and the absorbed power can be predicted. This time can
rank in years or months, for long term load forecasting
or shorter.

• Flexibility of these load elements, what informs about
to what extent the foreseen demand can be modified
and what is the rate in which these modifications can
be performed. This flexibility depends both on the load
structure and on the availability of communication and
control systems.

According to these parameters, the following four packages
are proposed here for the demand to participate in electricity
markets:

• Long Term DP, where the amount of load demanded
can be identified one year ahead. The processes included
in this DP are those where some kind of long term
decisions can be made (investment, customer activity
reorganization, etc.). Actions oriented to Strategic Growth
or Strategic Conservation can be considered here, actions
that always involve some kind of investment. These long
term strategies are not addressed in this paper

• Medium Term DP. The load that can be managed or
scheduled with an horizon of 24 hours are included in



this DP. This could include processes programmed in this
span of time and could imply, according to the market
conditions, for the customer to reschedule some tasks
or activities, as well as the need to implement some
control actions (taken by the customer and oriented to
meet the predicted demand). These DP are well suited to
participate in One Day ahead energy markets as well as
in reserve markets, [1]. The participation in these markets
would need extra communication requirements to provide
the Market Operator with the exact amount of energy
hourly traded by the customer.

• Short Term DP. The demand handled in this group of
loads are those that can be foreseen and controlled in a
one hour span of time, and could imply minor changes
in the productive process or control of flexible specific
loads. Loads that have some kind of storage facilities
are candidates to form this group. These DP are very
well suited to participate in balancing markets, where the
balancing of the load is performed once every several
minutes. The load reduction offers may be submitted up
to some 30 minutes before the dispatch and the also may
include the associated decremental cost.The participation
in these markets would require extra communication
requirements to provide the System Operator (ISO) with
the exact amount of energy sub-hourly (such as every
5 minutes) traded by the customer allowing the ISO to
validate the response of the customer.

• Dispatchable DP that include the loads that can be
controlled in real time mode either in continuous or
discrete pattern. These DP may allow the participation
in ancillary services markets what requires control and
two way communication for every load set participating
in this DP. Typical, response time for these controlled
load elements to participate as primary reserve (spinning
reserve) is suggested in [2] within 20 cycles. Neverthe-
less, the participation of the load in this type of real time
activity appears to be quite limited as far as the storage
capability in customer facilities remains reduced in term
of kWh. This type of DP is not considered in this paper.

In order to organise the customer energy consumption in DP,
a detailed physical description of the consumer processes has
to be performed. Once identified these packages, the customer
can offer them to market and system operators either directly
or through a retailer. This last one could take advantage of the
similar DP offered by homogeneous or heterogeneous cus-
tomers so that more significant demand bids can be posted to
energy markets (24 hours ahead), shorter term energy markets
(up to 1 hour ahead), balancing markets (in horizon of tens
of minutes) or ancillary services markets (where continuous
dispatch is needed).

Not only load elements may be included in the DP but
all the available Distributed Energy Resources (DER) in the
customer facilities. One typical DER suitable to participate in
load mix characterisation is the stand-by generators present in
many customer facilities. These generators may be considered
either alone or grouped to similar response loads.

The identification of the load flexibility is not an easy task
for a standard customer as it depends very much on the nature

of the processes involved in the energy consumption as well
as in what the current technology may offer with respect to
the customer processes control and monitoring.

This paper deals with the methodology for the identifica-
tion of the energy consumption, the further aggregation into
Demand Packages and, finally with the implementation issues
for the application to an University Customer load.

The paper is organised as follows: Section II is devoted
to the study of the characteristics of the general loads with
respect to their flexibility. A first appliance classification,
according to the load elements required later on, in terms
of their availability for DP participation is also performed
in this section. The most significant load components in a
pilot experiment (the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, in
Valencia, Spain) are identified and classified in section III.
Load modeling, implementation issues and simulation results
are considered in section IV and, finally, some conclusions are
shown in section V.

II. DEMAND PARTICIPATION: LOAD SUITABILITY

The possibility of an electric load to participate in an offer
implying energy reduction —demand offer— depends on the
ability of the user to switch off or reduce partially the load
demand while maintaining end use characteristics of such a
load —comfort or processes— over certain levels.

Several factors are relevant to classify load capability for
this purpose:

• Final service supplied by the electric load (thermal,
illumination, mechanical, electronic . . . )

• Storage capacity
• Rate of load switching
• Load dispatch facility

The first one refers to the energy conversion is being
performed in the end user device, independently of the nature
of the individual elements that may compose the load (for
example, an Air Conditioning set is providing cold through
the conversion of electrical energy into mechanical energy
in a motor that powers a compressor). Electricity is more
valuable than other energy sources due to its flexibility for
energy conversion but, for a few end uses, other forms of
primary energy can compete because their greater efficiency.
Dual heating or cooling appliances are candidates to support
dual energy systems (electricity and gas) and that has to be
taken into account perform demand offers and bids.

The storage capacity is related to the ability of the whole
process to store some kind of energy (electrical, thermal or
in form of hydrogen) or some other ”manufactured products”
that can be used in any other time. The storage capability
should provide the electric consumption process to be re-
scheduled over a specified time span. The energy storage
capacity can be internal to the load (i.e. the load has a device
or system to store the excess of electricity, with batteries or
other, or the converted energy, as for example in form of ice
for cool storage or heated bricks for heat storage). Sometimes
the environment of the load has some kind of energy storage
availability (or external storage) as, for example, the one
provided by the storage capacity provided by the specific heat
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an Energy Thermal Storage (ETS) electric load

of the air, walls, furniture, etc. located in an office or dwelling
in an Air Conditioning/Heating load. The internal storage can
be either partial or total related to the total energy provided by
the electric load in a load cycle. Fig. 1 depicts a load where
the two types of storage are present.

The third factor is related to the load demand behaviour. The
load pattern of consumption, according to the electrical device
nature, can be discrete or continuous. A continuous demand
to accomplish the service provided by the load may result
in a continuous electricity consumption (this is the case of
lighting loads or computers) or in a discontinuous consumption
(for example in a refrigerator or in most of Air Conditioning
devices where the operating state is thermostat controlled).
In both cases, the nature of the load demand is subjected to
the random nature of the load usage what adds an additional
discrete type uncertainty to the electrical behaviour of the load.

The switching pattern of an Air Conditioning load is shown
in Fig. 2 where it can be observed that the electricity con-
sumption depends both in the use of the load (the thermostat
set point decided by the user) and the internal control mech-
anism. In this case, during the first test period the load is
switching ON to OFF regularly. When the customer demands
a higher service to the load (4oC reduction in the temper-
ature demanded in this case) starting at time t = 250min,
the switching rate increases until the customer demands the
original temperature —at t = 450min—.

Thus, the rate of load switching condition the frequency
and amplitude in which the demand of an individual load or
an aggregation of them can be modified. It is interesting to
note that in this type of loads, to switch the load supply ON
or OFF could not result in electric energy increase or reduction
as the load may be supplying the required service from stored
resources. The availability of these loads to conform packages
for energy reduction is limited in some time periods, as shown
in Fig. 3.

Finally, the load dispatch capability refers to the availability
of communication/control mechanisms, so that this load can
be managed either in a local or remote fashion, and with the
necessary response time to allow an effective control policy at
an affordable economic cost.

The control performed upon the loads can be local, or
exercised by control actions affecting only the load element
(i.e., a local thermostat) or remote by some other control
system. This control can be total (turn OFF the load with total
loss of the service provided by the load when interrupted), or
partial, where the electric load supply is bounded by cycling
or voltage modulation policies (what results in a partial loss
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Fig. 3. ETS Heat Storage appliance switching rate and availability in energy
offers (Note: DPA: Demand Participation Available, NoDPA: not available)

of the service provided by the load).
In order to find the suitability of the electrical loads to

participate in demand reduction or modulation programs, the
effect of the possible control actions in the power supply has to
be evaluated and modelled. The most suitable way to account
for all the different modelling requirements to be considered
in the electrical demand bids generation is through Physically
based load models, [3]–[5], that offers the possibility to model
the joint behaviour of the electrical devices forming the load
as well as all the associated physical devices.

From the previous considerations and the loads normally
present in residential/commercial loads, a first classification
according to their suitability for a flexible control is proposed
in Fig. 4, where the suitability is classified in terms of Low,
Medium and High. The duration of the control period is also
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III. APPLICATION TO AN UNIVERSITY CUSTOMER

The load types conforming the Universidad Politécnica
de Valencia (UPV) load mix are identified, described and
classified in this section. The loads suitable to participate
in Responsive Demand policies are further described and
modelled in the next section. The identification of the load
components are performed by analysing the total load curves
in different periods of time. These studies have also been
complemented with specific tests in order to characterise the
load elements and models. Some of them will be described in
the paper.

A. UPV Load Analysis

The UPV annual consumption was about 30 GWh in 2002,
and the load profile presents two well defined peaks: one
about 1-2 pm and other in the evening (6-7 pm). The 8.1
MW summer power peak was in July.The load curves for the
months of January, April and July of 2002 are shown in Fig.
5.

The most important components present in the load mix are:
1) Space heating: From the UPV load curves inspection

and comparing an average April labour day and the peak in
a cold January day, it can be concluded that about 1.7 MW
of the winter peak (19.1%) is due to space heating loads. An
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Fig. 6. UPV room conference AC load. Evolution of temperature (external
and internal) and load demand dynamics

additional 5% can be attributed to conventional electric heaters
and oil radiators placed in small individual offices, this demand
is attributable to inefficiencies and human partners when a
centralised conditioning system is present.

2) Air conditioning: The annual power peak in the UPV
is the summer peak motivated by the air conditioning load.
From the above load curves inspection, comparing an average
April labour day with a hot summer day (August is a vacation
month in Spain and the activity in the UPV is reduced to
less than 40%) it can be concluded that about 2.8 MW of
the peak summer (33-35%) is due to air conditioning loads.
In the last years, the traditional gas space heating systems
are being replaced by heat pumps, that can provide service
also in summer for space conditioning purposes. Several types
of electric space conditioning elements (usually thermostat-
controlled) can be found in the UPV:

• Individual A/C elements. These are the older appliances,
mainly window-type, rated a few kW and currently being
replaced by more efficient systems.

• Split units, with good performance coefficients (COP,
SEER).

• Compact units: with larger power rates and used for
central building heating/cooling.

The evolution of the internal and external temperature in
one UPV-office test is shown in Fig. 6(a) over a period span
of 24 summer hours. As an example, the absorbed power is
also shown for a two hours period from 2 to 4 PM in the
afternoon, in the same day —see Fig. 6(b)—.

An operation coefficient slightly higher than 70% (duty
cycle) is observed in this Fig. 6(b), coefficient very dependent
on the external temperature.

3) Lighting: The contribution of both outside and indoors
lighting loads is very important in educational buildings [6]
and therefore in the UPV load profile. From the study of the
load curves and the time in which the ON switch of the outside
lighting system is scheduled, it can be concluded that this
load component amounts about 300 kW when the external
illuminating system is switched on. The indoor lighting is the
second consumption in UPV end use. About 23-27% of peak
demand is due to this component. Approximately up to 5%
of conventional fluorescent illumination is being changed to
dimmable one -electronic ballasts and photosensors- due to
energy efficiency purposes, specifically to profit daylight.



4) Electronic equipment: Obviously the electronic equip-
ment use -computers, printers, videos- in university buildings
is very important. In the UPV case, this demand represents
about 15-20% of overall peak demand. To identify this per-
centage the authors have used previous results based in non
intrusive measurement at low aggregation levels [7]. The test
procedure consisted on measuring harmonic components at the
low voltage (380V, up to 100kW) and then reconstructing the
harmonic measurements by weighting each end-use (specif-
ically for electronic use) through an objective function. The
algorithm implemented to analyse waveforms is transformed-
based (like Fourier or Wavelet) with the difference that the
mother waveforms are identified according to the current
absorbed by each elemental load in a cycle.

5) Teaching and research labs: It is very difficult to es-
timate the share of this demand. The main reason for this
difficulty is the unpredictable utilisation of these facilities.
From a field sample performed in the laboratories of the two
larger consume UPV buildings, a maximum demand lower
than 10% can be forecasted.

6) Other demands: the rest of UPV demand (about 10%)
correspond to some miscellaneous uses, very difficult to char-
acterize and not very useful for this paper.

7) Distributed Generation: There are some dispersed gen-
eration resources deployed in the university (diesel and gas-
turbine generators) that may be used as standby generators.
The largest units are 630kVA rated (five units) and the overall
capacity for generation amounts for about 4MW.

B. Demand Classification: Generation of Demand Bids

According to the load suitability discussed in Section II and
the analysis of III-A, the loads that conform the UPV demand
will be grouped in the following load types:

• L1: Air conditioning and space heating loads. Different
DP can be identified here (L1a, L1b,...) according to the
power that could interrupted by cycle or total control of
the different HVAC equipment.

• L2: Outdoor illumination loads. Two different sub-groups
can be found here: the one formed by no interruptible
lamps (L2a) and the one including interruptible lighting
circuits (L2b, that are normally switched off in late night
hours).

• L3: Indoor lighting. Two different sub-groups can also
be found here: the one amounting the power necessary
to have acceptable illumination levels (L3a) and other
amounting the power that can be reduced by dimming
some common areas or specific rooms (L3b).

• L4: the rest of the loads.

The demand necessities in the time horizon the energy is to
be traded, need to be estimated and classified in the mentioned
groups in order to produce the Demand Bids that will allow
the UPV to buy the energy at the right price. Let us assume
that energy is to be posted in one day ahead energy market
and, then, this horizon is 24 hours.

The proposed methodology for the classification of the
DP conforming the demand for this purpose considers the
following steps:

L4+L3a+L2a

L2b
L1

7.3

0.5

Demand (MW)

3

L3b

5.45.255.15

0.8

1

Fig. 7. UPV bids for the daily energy market for the winter peak hour

1) Perform 24 hours ahead demand forecasting and split
this demand requirements for the above mentioned load
groups. Use for that purpose all available information:
type of day (labour or holyday, day of the week, Sat-
urday or Sunday) and the forecasted (weather or other)
parameters.

2) Form an hourly DP for the next 24 hours with the load
regarded as critic (with no controlled reduction margin
available). The loads considered in this group are: all L4
and the part of L2 and L3 that can not be interrupted
(L3a, according to the minimum required illumination
flows and the available dimming equipment and L2a,
that is related to the existing separate circuits for outdoor
illumination). Assign them a high decremental cost (2
¤/kWh), as the involved equipment is basic to perform
the normal activity.

3) Form, for the next 24 hours and in a hourly basis,
separate DP corresponding to the rest of L3 (L3b) and
L2 (L2b) that can be controlled, and for the whole L1
segment —all HVAC loads—. Assign to each of them
a decremental cost, cost that will depend on several
factors: the day of the week, the external temperature,
and the estimated possible loss of comfort and induced
absenteeism motivated for load interruption.

By using the demand packages identified so far in 2 and 3,
the demand needs for the next day have been identified and
the bids for one day ahead energy market can be produced
by simply sending these DP (with specified hourly power
requirements and cost) to the Power Exchange operator, who
will settle the dispatch and the price for next day.

The demand bids, generated with the proposed methodology
for the winter peak hour (January 29th , from 12 to 1 pm) are
shown in Fig. 7.

The importance of electrical consuming processes in the
UPV activity is considered to evaluate the price associated to
each demand bid. For example L4, L3a and L2a packages are
essential to develop teaching and research work and consid-
ering only the labour cost per man in an Spanish University,
this factor supposes up to 20-25 k¤/year, moreover the annual
electricity consumption is about 30 GWh/year, and the hours
worked in a year can be estimated as 2000 h-man/year. Thus
the cost of a kWh in our case is above 3¤/kWh. Additional
cost of research are not considered here for simplicity.



On the other side, without the demand included in L3b
and L2b, the normal university activity can progress with
some minor changes. The necessity to perform some teaching
activity rescheduling for indoor lighting regulation and the
need to enhance security in the parking, and other areas of
the UPV when the outdoor levels are reduced, have been
considered to determine the value of the energy, resulting in
1 and 0.8¤/kWh for L3b and L2b respectively.

The price evaluation for the last bid component (L1) has
been performed through an estimation about the cost of
replacement (substitution cost) of electrical heat pumps by
double-effect absorption chillers (notice the university has, at
present, a natural gas supply for some end-use, such are labo-
ratories and distributed generation). The typical installed cost
of these absorption chillers is about 450¤/ton, i.e 130¤/kW
installed, the mean cost of natural gas (8-9¤/DkTherm) and
the life of the equipment is estimated in 15 years. Thus,
the change or dual primary supply alternative supposes an
incremental cost over 0.5¤kW/h, and this is the price assigned
to this demand component.

The Demand Packages regarded as critic will be probably
(unless extreme conditions in the system are present) sched-
uled for dispatch and also will be the rest in most of the cases,
as the cost of unavailability estimated for all of them are very
high.

IV. ENERGY PACKAGES: DEMAND SIDE OFFERS

After the load that that will be dispatched the next day is
known for the customer (for example, at noon in the previous
day), the preparation of shorter term DP, aimed to reserve
(primary, secondary or tertiary) and load balancing markets
can be performed by defining the number of standard size
DP (for example 0.05MW, size that depends on the specific
rules of the market to be addressed) and assigning them an
increasing cost resulting from the loss of service produced by
its implementation. The proposed DP specification procedure
is as follows:

1) According to the results of for the energy market sched-
ule, determine the amount of L1, L2b and L3b to be
initially hourly scheduled for supply along the day.

2) Determine, using suitable demand models for every
hour, the number of interruptible DP that can be offered
in every hour of the next day in group L1, and the
price for that, based on the extra cost derived both in
the short term impact of the expected loss of comfort
and the cost of the equipment to implement the required
control. Several packages (L1a, L1b, ...) can be found,
with different prices according to the severity of the
control: the more power is offered, the highest is the
impact of the loss of control and, then, the associated
price.
Is basic, in order to evaluate the load availability and
the associated price, to have accurate models in order to
define the required control and evaluate its impact. The
models assembled for this purpose will be described in
the next section.

3) Determine, in the same way as in 2, the number of
interruptible packages and price L2b and L3b. The asso-
ciated price can be calculated accounting for customer
loss of comfort, control monitoring and communication
equipment costs.

The defined DP can be posted in the above mentioned
markets, by following the specific market rules and times
(ranking from some tens of minutes from balancing markets
to hours for reserve or ancillary services).

The demand offers (load reduction) can be combined with
other offers that can be generated by considering the use of
stand-by generators. This generation offers are not considered
here and they will be analysed in a further paper. Following the
proposed procedure, the demand offers for the one day ahead
energy market and ancillary services market can be produced.

In order to fully identify the DP that are going to con-
form the demand offers, two different problems have to be
addressed: first, the modelling of the processes that are going
to participate and, then, the control policies that guarantee the
fulfilment of the offers. In the next section, the basis of the
modelling philosophy is briefly presented and after that, the
control strategies available for each load to perform offers are
discussed and, finally, the application to the UPV offers is
presented.

A. Modeling

Physically-based load modeling methodologies are the most
promising approach for the load modelling problem applied to
Demand Responsive evaluation purposes. A lot of models for
HVAC, Water Heaters and ETS devices are described in the
bibliography [3], [4]. The interest of these models is to forecast
their behaviour when external actions are considered —Duty
cycle modifications, voltage variations— to achieve a prefixed
load curve. The modeling process has two steps: the first to
achieve an elemental model, the second to aggregate these
elemental models up to reach a useful controllable demand
size.

The proposed elemental model relies on information
about physical load characteristics —for example heat trans-
fer processes—, internal control mechanisms —thermostat
performance—, usage and environmental parameters. Obvi-
ously HVAC, ETS and lighting loads are the most important
for this paper.

To obtain individual model parameters some tests are been
carried out in eight representative rooms of a departmental
building of the Polytechnic University of Valencia (Spain).
Two days of voltage, current, power and temperature (external,
internal and into the walls) measurements are performed every
minute for two days in June 2002. Using an optimization
algorithm and an initial value of our parameters, the output of
a state-space equation model, describing our elemental model,
is fitted to the real behavior, [5].

The second step has consisted in aggregating the response
of elemental loads. This problem consists on describing -for
a given load control group, i.e. a set of elemental electrical
appliances-, approximately the expected value of the total
power demand due to the group. This problem can be solved



through an ensemble of mathematical tools. For example by
Fokker-Planck equations, or Monte-Carlo methods described
in previous papers, [8].

B. Control Strategies

The use of load control actions to modify demand curves
has been used since early sixties in the 20th century, but
their objectives need to evolve from the supply side Direct
Load Control (DLC) in traditional DSM programs to the those
that implies the voluntary participation of the demand through
demand offers. It is therefore necessary to develop new specific
policies and improve existing tools to manage, forecast and
evaluate the possibilities to perform offers for load reduction
in deregulated market scenarios. The demand control strategies
to achieve the required control objectives are shown in Table
I.

Each responsive policy has different objectives according
to bid and offer implementation necessities. For example
an user who expects to offer a demand package reduction
should control the demand of only the appropriate kind of
load: HVAC, ECTS, lighting, etc. It is well known, from
DSM experiences described in the bibliography, that payback
periods follows up any control action. To reduce payback is
necessary to apply additional actions —with ETS or lighting
loads—, as proposed in Table I.

C. Cost Analysis and Application

It is necessary, in order to fully describe the demand offers
resulting from Active Demand participation in electricity mar-
kets, to determine the involved cost so that the price for these
offers can be set up. This cost computation procedure could
be as follows:

1) Perform a market analysis, to estimate the number of
hours and frequency in each season that the consumer
load offer is to be accepted in electricity markets. From
reported experiences from USA and UK markets along
the lasts years [2], [9] about 100 h/year in 20 to 40
events/year can be expected.

2) Determine the cost of the demand control, including the
one derived from the reduction of the comfort, the cost
of control mechanisms, the cost of storage reservoirs
when ETS loads are present and the operation and
maintenance cost of the energy management system.
Finally, it is also necessary to perform an energy balance
to determine the surplus of energy recovered during the
payback periods, [10].

The methodology proposed in this section has been applied
to determine the UPV demand offers for the summer demand
peak hour(July 9, 2002, 1 to 2 PM), and the results are shown
in Fig. 8.

The power reduction offered corresponds basically to Air
Conditioning loads (L1) and a small amount internal lightning
loads (L3).

For the evaluation of the size and cost associated to L3b
(indoor lighting loads), a 20% of illumination equipment is
assumed to have dimmable ballast and photosensors as well as
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Fig. 8. UPV demand offers for July 9, 2002, 1 to 2 PM

the required communication and control equipment (life cycle
is supposed to be 15 years). It is estimated that only about
10% of this equipment was switched on during the summer
peak.

The evaluation of L1 reduction offer is more complex, as
the size of the offered package is inversely proportional to
user comfort reduction. Obviously, the larger the reduction
of power is, the farther the temperature will be above the
thermostat set-point and, consequently, the loss of comfort.
Therefore, the evaluation of the behavior of the internal
temperature as well as the control equipment costs have to
be accounted for this offer size and cost determination.

L1 package has been split into three sub-packages for
this purpose: the first package, L1a, accounts for a demand
reduction that supposes an average rise in internal temperature
lower than 2oC. The second package, L1b, forces the energy
management system to apply a more several control (internal
temperatures 4oC above the thermostat setpoint are expected
in the simulation). Finally the interruption of the rest of the
AC load is considered for L1c offer.

D. Simulation Results

A simulation of the acceptance of the UPV demand offers -
as described in the previous section- has been performed and is
described in this paragraph. It is supposed a balancing market
clearing price of 0.15 ¤/kWh, and, according to the offers
stated in figure, five standard DP (5x0.1 MWh) average power
has to be curtailed during a period estimated in three hours.

UPV Air Conditioning load is divided into 20 control
groups, with similar size (100-200 kW/group) and the UPV
energy management system is programmed to apply different
ON/OFF cycling control policies during the control period
(from 11h to 15h), in order to target reference strategy and
achieve the offered load reduction (the five 0.1 MW packages).
The actual consumption is also shown in Fig. 9, where a
payback period of about 4 hours is observed, and has to be
accounted for in the rest of the offers.

Some factors, such as loss of control or other equipment
or deceit by the end users, may prevent the consecution of
the control objectives. This has also been simulated and the
effects are shown in the Fig. 9. These deviations can be either
corrected with additional control actions.

The expected average internal temperature for the UPV
offices and classrooms is shown in Fig. 10, where it can be



TABLE I

DEMAND RESPONSIVE CONTROL POLICIES

Demand resp. policy Package Control strategies

Demand limiting L1,L2b,L3b Cycling, dimming

Demand filling L1, L2b, ETS Cycling, preheating, precooling

Damp reduction L3b, ETS partial Dimming ballasts, control of storage reservoir

Demand Static Reserve L1, L2b, L3b Shed load, dimming
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Fig. 9. Direct Load Control of AC loads. Summer peak demand
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Fig. 10. Probability density function for internal temperature with and
without offer implementation

observed that only an average deviation of 1.5 degree with
respect to the same temperature without implementing that
offer is associated to this L1a offer.

V. CONCLUSION

The implementation of electric energy markets is quite
doubtful without the active participation of the demand. A
methodology, suitable for large customers or aggregators,
oriented to enhance the participation of the electricity demand
in organised electricity markets is presented in this paper. The

proposed customer driven demand participation contrasts with
the traditional supply oriented DSM programs in the way that
this participation is always customer decided (voluntary).

A discussion of the load elements that can help in this
active participation is first presented in the paper. The new
methodology, well suited for the possible participation both
medium and short term markets, is presented afterwards,
methodology that is based on the detailed knowledge of the
load elements and processes involved in the customer load
mix.

The implementation of the proposed methodology requires
an accurate forecasting of the load components over the time
the demand bids and offers are to be traded. Moreover, a
detailed analysis of the flexibility of the involved processes
together with advanced simulation tools are required in order
to help the consumer identify the demand side bids and offers
that is capable to generate in a realistic way.

The proposed methodology is applied to the case of a large
university customer —Universidad Politécnica de Valencia—,
application that is used to point out the main steps and issues
related to its implementation. The simulations performed are
oriented both to define the demand offers as well as to simulate
the results of its implementation.
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